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Minimal ascending tree automata 
B y F . GÉCSEG a n d M . STEINBY 
To the memory of Professor László Kalmár 
Here an 'ascending tree recognizer' is a finite, deterministic automaton that 
reads trees starting at the root proceeding then towards the leaves along all branches. 
It accepts or rejects the tree depending on the states at which it arrives at the leaves. 
In the literature they have also been called 'climbing automata ' , ' top-down tree 
recognizers' and 'root-to-frontier automata ' . They were first studied by M A G I D O R 
and M O R A N [ 5 ] . Although various forms of ascending tree transducers have been 
studied (cf. [3], for example) the ascending tree recognizers have received little 
attention. A brief discussion can be found in THATCHER'S [7] survey paper. 
The minimization of (frontier-to-root) tree recognizers was first considered 
by BRAINERD [ 2 ] . Another formulation was given by A R B I B and GIVE'ON [ 1 ] . It tur-
ned out that Nerodes theorem (cf. [6]) and the classical minimization algorithms 
can be extended to them. 
In this paper the minimization problem of ascending tree recognizers is stu-
died. First we define some basic algebraic concepts for them (such as homo-
morphisms). In order to be able to generalize the results and procedures from the 
case of ordinary recognizers we have to restrict ourselves to 'normalized' ascending 
tree recognizers. However, every ascending tree recognizer is equivalent to such 
a normalized recognizer. From a connected normalized ascending tree recognizer 
a minimal recognizer can be obtained as a quotient recognizer. Also, it turns out 
that any two equivalent normalized minimal ascending tree recognizers are iso-
morphic. All steps involved in the process of transforming a given ascending tree 
recognizer into a minimal one are effective so a minimization algorithm results. 
1. Trees and ascending tree recognizers 
We shall define trees as polynomial symbols in the sense of GRATZER [ 4 ] . In 
this paper 
F = U ( F m | m s 1) 
will be a finite set of operational symbols. For any raS 1, Fm is the set of /n-ary 
operational symbols and the sets Fm ( m ^ l ) are assumed to be pairwise disjoint. 
Note that we exclude here 0-ary operational symbols. 
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For every n & l , 
= , . • •, x„} 
is a fixed set of variables and the set TF „ of n-ary F-trees is defined as the smallest 
set U such that 
(1) X n Q U and 
(2) f ( p } , ...,pm)£U whenever px, ...,pm£U and f£Fm for some 0. 
Definitions and proofs concerning trees will usually follow the inductive pa t tern 
of this definition. 
An n-ary (deterministic) ascending F-recognizer (n > 0 ) is a system 
= (A, F, a0, a), 
where 
(1) A is the finite nonempty set of states, 
(2) a0€A the initial state, 
(3) a = U 1 ; . . . , A„)£ (2A)" the final state vector and 
(4). every / € Fm ( m > 0 ) is realized as a mapping 
• • : /«: A — Am. 
Henceforth 91 and 23 will be the n-ary ascending F-recognizers (A, F, a 0 , a ) and 
(B, F, b0, b), respectively. Here b = (B1 ; . . . , Bn). Since F and n are always given 
(although arbitrary) we shall often speak abou t ascending tree recognizers or 
simply about recognizers. 
The operation of. 21 can be described as follows. The recognizer begins the 
examination of a given tree p £ T F t „ at the ' roo t ' in its initial state. If. the root is 
labelled by f£F„, then it has m direct successors which are the roots of the corre-
sponding subtrees and it will continue its operation by examining these subtrees 
starting in the states alt •••,am, respectively, where (a1, ..., a m )= / - ' ( t f 0 ) . The proc-
ess is repeated until 9t has reached the 'leaves' along every branch of the tree. 
Every leaf is labelled by a variable. If a given leaf is labelled by xt then 91 should 
reach it in a state belonging to At. The tree p is accepted if this condition is sat-
isfied for every leaf. It is easier to formalize this procedure by tracing it f r o m the 
leaves back to the root. To this end we define a map 
TF n — 2A 
as follows: 
(1) a a ( x i ) = Ai, for all xi£Xn, and 
(2) aa(/7) = {ag^ | / 9 1 (a )6a 2 l ( /7 1 )X. . .Xa 5 ( ( /7 m )} , if p = f ( P l , ...,pm) with m>0, 
F£FM a n d PI J • • • > PM£ TF „ . 
The forest recognized by 9f can now be defined as 
T(9I) = { P i T F J a 0 i « v ( p ) } . 
The recognizers 91 and 23 are equivalent if r (9 I ) = 7\23). Fur thermore, 9i 
is called minimal if | 5 | s | / 4 | whenever 23 is a recognizer equivalent to 91. 
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2. Some algebraic concepts 
We shall now adapt some central algebraic notions for n-ary ascending tree 
automata . 
A homomorphism of 91 onto 23 is a mapping <p: A-~B onto B such that 
(1) f o r a l l m>0, f£Fm a n d a£A, /®(a<p) = ..., am<p), 
where . . . , am)=f*(a), 
(2) a0(p=b0 a n d 
(3) f o r a l l / = ! , . . . , « , Aiq>=Bi a n d Bicp~1=Ai. ' 
If cp is a homomorphism of 21 onto 53, we write <p: 21—© and call 23 a homo-
morphic image of 91. If (p is also bijective, then it is called an isomorphism. We say 
that 91 and © are isomorphic and write 91 = 23 if there exists an isomorphism 
<p:9I—23. Obviously, ^ is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation among 
n-ary F-recognizers. 
Let Q be an equivalence relation on a set S. Then 
"(i) sfg is the g-class determined by a given element s£S, 
(ii) S/Q = (S1/Q, ...,SJQ), if S = ( J 1 , . . . , S „ ) 6 5 ' ° ( n s l ) , 
(iii) U/Q = { U / Q \ U £ U } , i f UQS a n d 
(iv) U/<? = {UJQ, ..., UJg), if U = (U,, ..., U„)€(2s)" 
A congruence relation of the recognizer 91 is now defined as an equivalence 
relation Q on A such that 
(1) f o r a l l m > 0 , / 6 F r a a n d a, a'£A, a/g=a'/g i m p l i e s f^(a)/g=f^(a')/g, a n d 
(2) for all i=\,...,n and a £ A , a £ A i implies a/gQA-^ 
If q is a congruence relation of 91, then the quotient recognizer of 91 determined 
by q is the n-ary /-recognizer 
Wjg = (A/g,F,ajg,a/g) 
where, for all m > 0 , / £ F m and a£A, 
fM'B(a/Q) =f'u (a)/n. 
It is easy to see that 91fg is well-defined. As indicated in the next theorem 
the three concepts defined above are related to each other the same way their 
counterparts in algebra are. The straightforward proof is omitted. 
Theorem 1. Let 9t and © be n-ary ascending F-recognizers. 
a) If g is a congruence of 91, then 9 l / g is a homomorphic image of 9t. 
b) If cp: 91—23 is a homomorphism of 91 onto 23, then the kernel g = cpcp~1 
of (p is a congruence relation of 91 and 
The following observation will be used later. 
f 
Theorem 2. If 23 is a homomorphic image of 91, then r(9t) = r(23). 
Proof. Let cp: 91—© be a homomorphism of 91 onto S . We show by induc-
tion on trees that for any a£A, a£tx<u(p) iff aq>£cx^(p). 
(1) If p = xidX„, then it holds since <Xn(p) — Ai, a<s(p) = Bi and a%{p)(p = 
(2) Let p=f(pi, . . . , />m)€7>,n be such that cf,s(pi) = rMll(pi)q> and = 
=«51 (pd (i=l, ...,m). 
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Suppose a€aa(/>). If / a ( a ) = ( a 1 , :.., am), then a ^ a a i O i ) , . . . , o m 6a a (p m ) . 
Hence ^(p^oifsipx), ..., am(p£ciiB(pm) which implies 
f*'(a<P) = («1 <P, •••,flm<P)€a®(Pi)X ... Xa s (pJ . 
Thus a<p£a<B(p). 
Suppose now that acp^oc^ip) and let f^(a) be (a l 5 . . . , am). Then axcp6as(/?x),... 
..., am(p^.aiB(pm). This implies that 
a^otvipj), ...,am£av(pm). 
Hence, a£aa(/>). 
Now p£TC$L) iff a0£am(p) 
iff a0(p=b0£am(p) 
iff p 
which completes the proof. 
3. Normalized, connected and reduced recognizers 
For any state a of the n-ary ascending F-recognizer 21 we put 
7X21, a) = ( p € 7 » e M p ) } -
The state a is called a 0-state if 7X21, o) = 0. 
We say that 21 is normalized if, for all a£A, m>0 and f€Fm, either all of the 
components of (a) are 0-states or none of them is a 0-state. 
For any 21 we define an n-ary ascending F-recognizer 
21* = (A, F, a0, a) 
as follows: 
(a) if 21 has no 0-state, then 21* = 21 and 
(b) if 21 has 0-states choose one of them, say d, and define for all a m > 0 
and / € F m 
t(d, ...,d) (eAm), if f%(a) contains a 0-state 
p V a ) = r 
J V«; \p'(a) otherwise. 
Theorem 3. If 21 is any n-ary ascending F-recognizer, then 21* is normalized 
and 7X21*) = 7X21). 
Proof. We show by tree induction that 
y,!s(p) = x4l»(p), ( * ) 
for all p£TF n. 
(1) If p=Xi£X n , then ( * ) holds since 
aai(p) = Ai = <x<u*(p). 
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(2) Let p=f(pt, ...,pm), where ( * ) holds for px, ...,pm. Consider any a£A. 
We have two possible cases: 
(i) / ' a ( a ) contains no 0-state. Then fn' (a) =f* (a) and, by the inductive 
assumption, 
a € a « ( p ) iff / , ( f l ) e « « ( f t ) X . . . X o i « ( p j 
iff /**(a)€a. a»(p.)X ... Xa-a*(p J 
iff 
(ii) If f'n(a) contains a 0-state, then it is easily seen that neither nor 
a£oc<a*(p) is possible. 
The claim r (2 i*) = J (2 l ) follows immediately f rom ( * ) . Also, ( * ) implies 
that no new 0-states were introduced in the construction of 21* and hence that 
21* is normalized by its definition. • 
We call two states a and a' of 21 equivalent and write a=b(e<n) if 7X21, a ) ~ 
- 7 ( 2 1 , a'). 
Clearly, o.j, is an equivalence relation on A, and we call 21 reduced if is the 
identity relation on A. 
Theorem 4. If 2t is normalized then ^ is a congruence relation and 21/^gj 
is reduced. 
Proof. First we show that Qm is a congruence relation. 
(1) Consider any m > 0 , f£Fm and a,a'£A. Let 
and 
f*(a') = (a'1,...,a'm) 
and suppose that a = a' (g®). Consider any i ( l s f ^ m ) and suppose p^Ti^L, af). 
Then a( is not a 0-state and therefore none of the states a1, ..., am is a 0-state and 
there exist trees 
Plen21,aj), Pi+i£n%at+J, ...,Pm£T(%am). 
Then 
f ( P l , . . . , Pi, . . . , pm)€ 7 \2 i , a) = T (21, a') 
implies PiZTCSi, aj). Similarly, £ r ( 2 i , a,') implies />¡£7X21, Hence at = 
=a'i (Qv). 
(2) If adAj and a = a'(ga), for some i=l,...,n and a, a'dA, then 
x ,6T(2i , a) = T(2I, a') implies a' 
Since 5a is a congruence the quotient recognizer 21/ga can be defined. It is 
reduced as 
a/g-n = a'/gv (O.JI/£,31) ( a , a'£A) 
implies 
a/Qii = a'/g* 
since, by Theorem 2, 
T(% a) = r ( 9 I / e a , a/g*) = T W q , , a'let) = r ( 2 l , a'). • 
Let a,a'£A. We write a=>%a' if there exist an w > 0 and an / 6 F m such that 
a' appears in / a i ( a ) . The reflexive, transitive closure of the relation =>,a is denoted 
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by =>a. If a=>\a', then we say tha t a' is reachable f rom a. The recognizer 
is said to be connected if every state is reachable f rom the initial state. 
The connected component , 
2lc = (Ac, F, a0, ac) 
of 21 is the /j-ary ascending F-recognizer defined as follows: 
(i) A°={a£A\a0^a}, 
(ii) n^iAiOA*, ...,A„r\Ac) and 
(iii) for all m>0 and f£Fm, is defined as the restriction of to Ac. 
Clearly, the operations of 2IC are completely defined. 
Lemma 5. Let 21 be any «-ary ascending /-"-recognizer. Then 
(1) 2lc is connected, .. . 
(2) 21 = 2Ie iff 21 is connected, • 
(3) 7~(2(c)= 7"(2l) and . . 
(4) if 21 is normalized, then so is 2ic. 
Lemma 6. Let 21 and © be normalized, a£A, b£B, m>0, f£Fm, a) = 
= (ai,...,am) and f*(b) = (b1, ...,bm). If T(% a) = T(<B, b), then 7(21, a,) = 
= bi), for all i=l,...,m. ' , • • 
The straightforward proofs of these lemmas are omitted. 
Theorem 7. Let 21 and 93 be connected, normalized n-ary ascending./"-recog-
nizers. Then r ( 2 l ) = 7 \ 9 3 ) iff 
Proof. If 21/ea and 93/e„ are .isomorphic, then r ( 2 t ) = 7(2r /e„) = J ( » / e ® ) = 
= by Theorems 1 and 2. 
Assume now that 7"(2l) = r(23). We define a mapping 
(p: AlQv-+B/e<B 
by : 
Ca/Q*)(p = blQs if T(W,a) = T(&,b) 
(a£A, b£B). The following steps (i)—(v) show that cp gives the required isomorphism. 
(i) (a/e<a)(p is defined for all a/j?a€4/i?si- Since 21 is connected there exists 
for every a£A an integer k^O and states aa, ay, ..., ak£A such that 
c>o =>si ••• =><uiifc-i =>-9iOk — a -
By induction on the length of the shortest such 'derivation' of a it can easily be 
shown using Lemma 6 that there exists for every a£A a b£B such that T(2i, a) = 
= T(*,b). 
(ii) <p is well-defined. If 7 \2[ , a) = 7"(23, b) = 7"(», b') for some a£A "and 
b,b'£B, then b/gm = b'/g<B. 
(iii) <p is injective. Obvious. 
(iv) <p is surjective. Repeating the argument used in (i) with the roles of 21 
and 23 reversed we see that there exists for every b£B an a£A such that T(2C, a) = 
= TQB,b). 
(v) cp is a homomorphism. Tha t cp preserves operat ions follows f rom L e m m a 6. 
If a/en£A,/e<a (I =i = m) and (a/g^)(p = bjg<B, then A,-6 7 \2r , a) = 7"(©, b) implies 
b/g<B£Bjg%. Likewise, (a/o.n)<p = b/g^£BJgiB implies a/e<>,£A;/gm. • 
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4. Minimal recognizers and minimization 
Suppose 2i is minimal. F rom Lemma 5 it follows that is connected and : 
f rom Theorem 3 that we may assume that 21 is normalized. Then r(? l /o .u) = T(^t) 
by Theorems 2 and 4. Hence, 21 is reduced. 
, , Conversely, if 21 is connected, normalized and reduced, then it is minimal and 
every normalized minimal recognizer equivalent to it is also isomorphic to it 
{Theorem 7). 
These facts imply that the following three steps yield for any 21 an equivalent 
minimal recognizer ©., Moreover, this © is normalized and it depends, up to iso-
morphism, on 7\2l) only. 
Step 1. Form W*. 
Step 2. Form 2I*C. 
Step 3. Fo rm and put S = 2i*70ai^-
We shall now verify that these steps are effectively realizable and thus con-
stitute a minimization algorithm for ascending tree recognizers. 
Let us define the sets HkQ A, k = 0, 1, . . . , as follows: 
(i) H0={a0} 
and, for all k=0, 1, ..., 
(ii) Hk+1 = HkU {a£A\a'=>ma, for some a'£Hk). Clearly, 
• H0Q H,Q H2Q ... 
a n d 
Ac= U (Hk\k 0). v 
Since Hk+1 = Hk implies Hk = Hk+j, for all y'=0, Ac can be obtained as HlA\_1. 
For any ascending tree recognizer 21 an equivalent (frontier-to-root) tree 
recognizer can be constructed (cf. [5] or [7], for example). Thus the questions 
"'7(21, A) = 0?" and ' T ( 2 I , a) = 7"(2t, a ' ) ?" are decidable. (This could easily be 
shown directly without any reference to frontier-to-root tree automata.) Hence the 
•0-states can be found and Q3J can be formed. Thus Steps 1 and 3 are also effective. 
These results are summed up in the following theorem. 
Theorem 8. A normalized ascending tree recognizer is minimal iff it is con-
nected and reduced. For any ascending tree recognizer there exists an equivalent 
normalized minimal ascending tree recognizer. This is unique up to isomorphism 
and it can effectively be constructed. 
The reduction of an ascending tree automaton can also be done the same way 
as ordinary finite recognizers (and tree recognizers in [2]) are reduced. Given 21 
we define a sequence of equivalence relations Q0, . . . , on A as follows: for any 
a, a'£A 
(i) a = a'(g0) iff a ^ A ^ a ' f o r all i—\,...,n, and for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
(ii) a = a'(8k + 1) iff a = a'(ok) and f*(a)lQk=f*(a')lQk for all m > 0 , f£Fm. 
It is easy to see that Qm = Qk-> f ° r some k<\A\. 
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